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standard, gets a slow and yes, tender treatment, but it gets caught 
up in the extra little parts that Meiners has shaped for the arrange-
ment and the music gets bogged down. The best thing here may be 
“Donner Carlson,” a hard-swinging tune featuring strong solos by 
Meiners on piano and Winck on tenor. They dig right into the up 
tempo for a thoroughly exciting six minutes. But things fall off rap-
idly from there. The electronic instruments come out for the forget-
table “Disco Fox,” and they keep them switched on for the Smooth 
Jazz sound of “Leisurely” and the fake funk of the mercifully brief 
closing track. They sound almost like a different act for the last 10 
minutes or so, and not one I’d want to spend much time with. Give 
me the post-Bop group that breaks out for a few tracks; that’s where 
their strengths lie. 

(3), our third European release, comes from Switzerland. 
Pianist Oli Kuster leads a tight-knit quartet on a program of his 
original compositions. His intriguing tunes tend to be built from 
small repeated phrases in a process that layers a clarinet line over a 
piano counter-melody, with bass and drums adding yet more com-
plexity to the proceedings. By varying the tempos, the intensity, and 
the instrumental focus from track to track, Kuster achieves great 
diversity in his work with a deft economy of means. The herky-jerky 
groove of “Rothorn Kulm” grabs you from the start. Kuster’s first 
solo is sparse with bursts of melodic material, leaving plenty of 
room for drummer Egli’s rolling tom-toms and an insistent bass 
part by Beyeler. Bucher soars in on clarinet for a duo with Egli that 
raises the tension until bass and piano reenter to take the piece out. 
It makes for a fine introduction to everyone’s talents. “Blank” is 
on the pensive side, with a thoughtful melody stated by the clarinet 
accompanied by a keenly meshed rhythm section. The title track is 
very relaxed and pretty, with clarinet and piano bouncing ideas back 
and forth. “Capcom” and “TvT,” two extremely brief self-contained 
melodies that act as bridges between longer pieces, give the album 
the feel of a suite. Kuster is a fine pianist, who outdoes himself on 
the forceful “Rucolac.” His solo builds and builds, gradually accu-
mulating density and power until the clarinet enters to dissolve the 
tension. From the orchestral sound of his piano, and the intricacies 
of his composing style, it’s no stretch to suspect that Kuster has a 
solid background in the classics. The solid crafting of his tunes and 
the dynamically energetic performances that Kuster coaxes out of 
his Kombo made this disc a consistent treat, the kind of absorbing 
and creative music that reveals more of itself with each listening. 
Definitely recommended. 
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